SACE Stage 2 ENGLISH PATHWAYS
SCHOOL No: 322

TASK SHEET

SACE No:

Assessment Type 2: Text Production
Purpose: 	
  

To	
  Engage	
  and	
  Persuade	
  a	
  Reader	
  or	
  Listener	
  
To	
  engage	
  and	
  persuade	
  a	
  reader/viewer	
  through	
  a	
  virtual	
  CV.	
  This	
  is	
  a	
  web-‐based	
  document	
  that	
  
advertises	
  your	
  skills	
  in	
  a	
  creative	
  way.	
  One	
  key	
  feature	
  of	
  virtual	
  CV	
  is	
  how	
  they	
  harness	
  the	
  power	
  of	
  
digital	
  story-‐telling.	
  They	
  engage	
  the	
  reader	
  by	
  not	
  just	
  conveying	
  information	
  but	
  drawing	
  the	
  reader	
  
into	
  a	
  story.	
  They	
  also	
  have	
  personality;	
  they	
  convey	
  attitude	
  and	
  style	
  visually.	
  All	
  of	
  these	
  elements	
  
are	
  used	
  intentionally	
  to	
  win	
  the	
  attention	
  of	
  prospective	
  employers	
  or	
  clients.	
  It	
  is	
  vitally	
  important	
  
that	
  the	
  image	
  conveyed	
  suits	
  the	
  kind	
  of	
  job	
  the	
  person	
  is	
  aiming	
  for.	
  
	
  
Audience	
  
Prospective	
  employers	
  in	
  your	
  chosen	
  field.	
  
Task	
  Description	
  
A	
  virtual	
  CV	
  is	
  a	
  web-‐based	
  document	
  that	
  advertises	
  your	
  skills	
  in	
  a	
  creative	
  way.	
  Your	
  CV	
  must:	
  
• Include	
  at	
  least	
  10	
  slides	
  
• Use	
  images	
  and	
  text	
  effectively	
  to	
  convey	
  information	
  and	
  create	
  a	
  favourable	
  and	
  consistent	
  
impression	
  
• Include	
  your	
  voice	
  in	
  some	
  way	
  (either	
  in	
  video	
  or	
  just	
  audio)	
  
.	
  
.

Learning Requirements
1. demonstrate	
  clear,	
  accurate,	
  and	
  
appropriate	
  communication	
  skills	
  
through	
  reading,	
  viewing,	
  writing,	
  
composing,	
  listening,	
  and	
  speaking	
  	
  
2. establish	
  connections	
  with	
  people	
  in	
  
vocational,	
  cultural,	
  or	
  social	
  
contexts,	
  through	
  personal	
  and	
  
critical	
  engagement	
  with	
  texts	
  and	
  
language	
  	
  
3. reflect	
  critically	
  on	
  the	
  ways	
  in	
  which	
  
texts	
  are	
  created	
  for	
  specific	
  
purposes	
  and	
  audiences	
  
4. use	
  language	
  skills	
  to	
  interact	
  and	
  
work	
  effectively	
  with	
  other	
  people,	
  
and	
  to	
  solve	
  problems	
  	
  
5. identify	
  and	
  reflect	
  on	
  the	
  cultural,	
  
social,	
  and	
  technical	
  role	
  of	
  language	
  
and	
  texts	
  in	
  supporting	
  effective	
  
interactions	
  in	
  different	
  contexts	
  
6. compose	
  texts	
  in	
  which	
  language	
  is	
  
used	
  for	
  critical,	
  personal,	
  
vocational,	
  or	
  creative	
  purposes.

Assessment Design Criteria

Capabilities

Knowledge and Understanding
KU1. Knowledge	
  and	
  understanding	
  of	
  the	
  ideas,	
  values,	
  and	
  beliefs	
  explored	
  in	
  texts.	
  
KU2. Knowledge	
  and	
  understanding	
  of	
  the	
  ways	
  in	
  which	
  the	
  creators	
  and	
  readers	
  of	
  
texts	
  use	
  language	
  techniques	
  and	
  conventions	
  to	
  make	
  meaning.	
  
KU3. Knowledge	
  and	
  understanding	
  of	
  the	
  ways	
  in	
  which	
  texts	
  are	
  composed	
  for	
  a	
  
range	
  of	
  purposes	
  and	
  audiences.	
  

Analysis
An.1. Analysis	
  of	
  the	
  connections	
  between	
  personal	
  experiences,	
  ideas,	
  values	
  and	
  
beliefs,	
  and	
  those	
  explored	
  in	
  texts.	
  
An.1. Analysis	
  of	
  the	
  ways	
  in	
  which	
  language	
  techniques	
  are	
  used	
  to	
  influence	
  
opinions	
  and	
  decisions	
  in	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  personal,	
  social,	
  or	
  vocational	
  contexts.	
  

Application
Ap.1. Use	
  of	
  language	
  skills	
  to	
  interact	
  and	
  work	
  effectively	
  with	
  other	
  people,	
  and	
  to	
  
solve	
  problems.	
  
Ap.2. Location,	
  recording,	
  analysis,	
  and	
  synthesis	
  of	
  knowledge	
  relevant	
  to	
  context.	
  
Ap.3. Reproduction	
  of	
  the	
  structural,	
  conventional,	
  and	
  textual	
  features	
  of	
  text	
  types	
  
composed	
  for	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  contexts,	
  audiences,	
  and	
  purposes.	
  

Communication
C.1.
C.2.

Accuracy,	
  clarity,	
  and	
  fluency	
  of	
  written	
  and	
  spoken	
  expression,	
  using	
  an	
  
appropriate	
  style	
  and	
  structure.	
  
Use	
  of	
  language	
  to	
  convey	
  meaning	
  in	
  a	
  range	
  of	
  contexts.

Communication

Citizenship

Personal
development

Work

Learning

Students	
  can	
  refer	
  to	
  the	
  rubric	
  provided	
  over	
  the	
  page	
  to	
  identify	
  the	
  performance	
  standards	
  that	
  they	
  need	
  to	
  demonstrate	
  to	
  
reach	
  their	
  highest	
  possible	
  level	
  of	
  achievement	
  in	
  this	
  task.	
  

	
  
Knowledge and Understanding Analysis
A Detailed knowledge and understanding of Detailed analysis of complex
15
14

the ideas, values, and beliefs in familiar
and unfamiliar texts.

Knowledge and understanding of the
ways in which the creators and readers of
familiar and unfamiliar texts use a range
of language techniques to make
meaning.

13 Comprehensive knowledge and
understanding of the ways in which
familiar and unfamiliar texts are
composed for a range of purposes and
audiences.

B Sound knowledge and understanding of
12
11

some ideas, values, and beliefs in
familiar, and some unfamiliar, texts.

Knowledge and understanding of the
ways in which the creators and readers of
mainly familiar texts use some language
techniques to make meaning.
Sound knowledge and understanding of

10 the ways in which mainly familiar texts
are composed for some purposes and
audiences.

C Knowledge and understanding of some

ideas, values, or beliefs in familiar texts.

9
8
7

Knowledge and understanding of the
ways in which the creators and readers of
a narrow range of familiar texts use some
language techniques to make meaning.
Knowledge and understanding of the
ways in which familiar texts are
composed for familiar purposes and
audiences.

D Identification of some simple ideas,

values, or beliefs in some familiar texts.

6
5
4

Knowledge and understanding of the
ways in which the creators and readers of
a narrow range of familiar texts use a
restricted range of language techniques
to make simple or factual meaning.
Knowledge of the ways in which familiar
texts are composed for personally
relevant purposes and familiar
audiences.

E

Identification of a simple idea, value, or
belief in a familiar text.

3

Some knowledge and emerging
understanding of the way in which a
creator or reader of a highly familiar text
uses a language technique to make
factual meaning.

2
1

Some knowledge of the ways in which
highly familiar texts are composed for
personally relevant purposes and highly
familiar audiences.

connections between personal
experiences, ideas, values and beliefs,
and those explored in familiar and
unfamiliar texts.
Perceptive analysis of a range of ways
in which authors use language
techniques to influence opinions and
decisions in familiar and unfamiliar
texts.
Perceptive analysis of aspects of
familiar and unfamiliar cultural, social,
and technical roles of language that
support effective interactions in
different contexts.

Application

Communication

Use of a comprehensive range of
language skills to interact
effectively in different contexts,
and to analyse and solve simple
and complex problems.

Fluent and precise
writing and speaking,
using an appropriate
style and structure for a
range of mainly
unfamiliar audiences
and contexts.

Location, recording, analysis, and
synthesis of knowledge relevant to
familiar and unfamiliar contexts.
Sophisticated skills in reproducing
the structural, conventional, and
textual features of text types for a
range of familiar and unfamiliar
contexts, audiences, and
purposes.

Analysis of some complex connections
between personal experiences, ideas,
values and beliefs, and those explored
in familiar, and some unfamiliar, texts.

Use of a sound range of language
skills to interact effectively in
different contexts, and to solve
simple and complex problems.

Well-considered analysis of a range of
ways in which authors use language
techniques to influence opinions and
decisions in familiar, and some
unfamiliar, texts.

Location, recording, analysis, and
occasional synthesis of knowledge
relevant to mostly familiar
contexts.

Well-considered analysis of aspects of
mainly familiar, and some unfamiliar,
cultural, social, or technical roles of
language that support effective
interactions in different contexts.

Sound skills in reproducing some
of the structural, conventional, and
textual features of text types for a
range of mainly familiar, and some
unfamiliar, contexts, audiences,
and purposes.

Competent analysis of simple
connections between personal
experiences, ideas, values or beliefs
and those explored in familiar texts.

Use of competent language skills
to interact effectively in different
contexts, and to solve routine
problems in familiar contexts.

Descriptive analysis of a number of
ways in which authors use language
techniques to influence opinions and
decisions in familiar texts.

Location, recording, and
occasional analysis of knowledge
relevant to a familiar context.

Competent analysis of some aspects of
mainly familiar cultural, social, or
technical roles of language that support
effective interactions in different
contexts.

Skills in reproducing some of the
structural, conventional, and
textual features of some text types
for familiar contexts, audiences,
and purposes.

Reference to simple connections
between uncomplicated personal
experiences, ideas, values or beliefs,
and those explored in familiar texts.

Use of a restricted range of
language skills to interact in
familiar contexts, and to solve
simple problems.

Reference to some ways in which
authors use a narrow range of
language techniques to influence
opinions and decisions in familiar texts.

Location and recording of factual
knowledge relevant to a familiar
context.

Reference to some simple aspects of
familiar cultural, social, or technical
roles of language that support effective
interactions in one or more contexts.

Limited skills in reproducing some
of the structural, conventional, or
textual features of a text type for a
familiar context, audience, or
purpose.

Recognition of a simple connection
between a straightforward personal
experience, idea, value or belief, and
that explored in a highly familiar text.

Use of a restricted range of
language skills to interact in highly
familiar contexts, and to solve
simple problems.

Reference to the way in which an
author uses language techniques to
influence opinions and decisions in a
highly familiar text.

Location or recording of factual
knowledge relevant to a highly
familiar context.

Recognition of some simple aspects of
highly familiar cultural, social, or
technical roles of language that support
effective interactions in one or more
contexts.

Restricted skills in reproducing a
limited number of structural,
conventional, or textual features of
a text type for a highly familiar
context, audience, or purpose.

Appropriate use of
language to convey
mostly complex
meaning in a range of
familiar and unfamiliar
contexts.

Mostly fluent and
precise writing and
speaking, using an
appropriate style and
structure for a range of
mostly familiar
audiences and
contexts.
Appropriate use of
language to convey
complex and simple
meaning in a range of
familiar, and some
unfamiliar, contexts.
Generally clear and
accurate writing and
speaking, using an
appropriate style and
structure for familiar
audiences and
contexts.
Appropriate use of
language to convey
simple meaning in a
narrow range of familiar
and unfamiliar
contexts.
A level of fluency in
writing and speaking in
personally relevant
situations, using an
appropriate style and
structure for a narrow
range of familiar
audiences and
contexts.
Occasionally
appropriate use of
language to convey
simple meaning in
familiar contexts.
Emerging development
of fluency in writing and
speaking in personally
relevant situations,
using an appropriate
style and structure for a
narrow range of highly
familiar audiences and
contexts.
Occasionally
appropriate use of
language to convey
literal meaning in highly
familiar contexts.

